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“Cornered: Michael Buffer”

Premieres Tuesday, March 5 on HBO ®

Feb. 25, 2013 – Following the national acclaim for last year's revealing new feature series “2
Days,” behind-the-scenes portrayals of boxers in the 48-hour lead-up to their prizefights, HBO®
debuts an all-new companion series in 2013: “Cornered.” These short features focus on those
who define the sport, even though they don't wear the gloves: prismatic and memorable
personalities at prizefights both inside and outside the ring.

The new feature series will be akin to “2 Days,” with HBO all-access cameras capturing a key
boxing personality in and around a weekend of fight activities. The premiere edition “Cornered:
Michael Buffer” will debut Tuesday, March 5 at 10:15 p.m. (ET/PT) with a behind-the-scenes
look at boxing’s prolific and extraordinary ring announcer, Michael Buffer.

HBO air times include: March 5 (10:15 p.m.), 16 (12:30 a.m.), 17 (12:45 p.m.), 18 (11:00
p.m.), 27 (12:15 p.m.) and 29 (12:15 a.m.).

HBO 2 air times include: March 6 (10:45 p.m.), 14 (2:05 p.m.), 15 (10:15 p.m.).

All times are ET/PT.

“Cornered” will also be available on the HBO On Demand ® service, HBO GO ® and at
www.hbo.com/boxing
as well as various other new media platforms that distribute the series.
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deepwater says:
alot of cool people around the fight game. buffer sure carries himself well. sitting ringside at the
garden a few years back. in comes chuck zito down in front with an a list woman around his
arm. hey chuck! wassup man! good, good. hey chuck? whos that chick your with? thumbs up
man. chuck says just baby sitting for mike. what?!!!!! mike who? chuck come up one row and
bring her with ya! well Mr buffer comers by kisses the girls and gives us a wink. we get over to
the next row to shake hands and say sorry buffer for yelling at your girl. buffer shakes our
hands and says no problem guys, since your friends with chuck I wont knock you guys out!?
wahh!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! we all laugh and get some drinks. M buffer is one classy guy!
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